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We introduce and study a new notion of conjugacy, similar to Fenchel
conjugacy, in a non-convex setting. Dual versions of S8 mulyan’s classical result are
established in the framework of this conjugacy, which reveal a relation between
well-posed problems and the differentiability. As an application we deduce the
generic Fre chet differentiability of the norm & }& in certain spaces of bounded
continuous functions (i.e., Lip:(X ) for 0<:<1).  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
For a Banach space X and a function f: X  R _ [+], the Fenchel
conjugate f * of f is defined in the dual space X* by the formula
f *( p) :=sup
x # X
[ p(x)& f (x)]
for all p # X*. Other notions of conjugacy are discussed by J-P. Penot [10]
and M. Volle [11] in a quasiconvex framework.
We now introduce and study a new notion of conjugacy. Considering a
metric space (X, d) and a subspace A(X ) of the space Cb(X ) of bounded
continuous functions on X, we define the conjugate f _ of a function
f : X  R _ [+] as
f _(,) :=sup
x # X
[,(x)& f (x)]
for all , # A(X ).
The second conjugate f __: X  R _ [+] is defined by
f __(x) := sup
, # A(X )
[,(x)& f _(,)]
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for all x # X. It is important to observe that the conjugates f _ and f __ of
a function f depend on the class A(X ) considered. The conjugate function
f _ is convex on A(X ), but f __ is not convex in general.
Actually, we shall see that, under general hypothesis on A(X ), f __=f
for every lower semi-continuous bounded below function f (see Theorem 2.2).
This shows that each lower semi-continuous function f can be recovered
from its conjugate function f _, which is convex.
On the other hand, remarkable analogies with the Fenchel conjugacy
appear, which also yield a dual version of the classical result of S8 mulyan
for lower semi-continuous (not necessarily convex) functions f (see
Proposition 1.1 and more generally Theorem 2.8). This result is a relation
of duality between well-posedness [5] and smoothness. We give in the
following proposition some examples where this duality holds. For this, let
us define the following spaces:
(i) Let (X, d ) be a metric space and 0<:1. The space (Cb(X ),
& }&) (resp. (C ub(X ), & }&)) denotes the Banach space of all bounded
continuous (resp. all bounded uniformly continuous) real valued functions
on X equipped with the supremum norm &,& :=supx # X |,(x)|. The set
Lip:(X ) denotes the Banach space of all :-Ho lder bounded functions on X
equipped with the norm defined by &,&, : :=max(&,& , &,&:), for all , #
Lip:(X, Z), where &,&: :=supx{ y; x, y # X [( |,(x)&,( y)| )d :(x, y)].
(ii) Let X be a Banach space, s # N and 0<:1.
The set (C sb(X ), & }&s) is the Banach space of all s-times continuously
Fre chet differentiable functions , such that &,& , &,$& , ..., &,(s)& are
finite. The norm & }&s is defined by &,&s :=max(&,& , &,$& , ..., &, (s)&).
If s=0 the space C 0b(X ) coincides with Cb(X ) and the norm & }&0 coincides
with the norm & }& .
We denote by C 1, :b (X ) (resp. C
1, u
b (X )) the Banach space of all Fre chet
differentiable functions , on X such that , and ,$ are uniformly bounded
on X and ,$ is :-Ho lder (resp. ,$ is uniformly continuous), equipped with
the norm
&,&1, :=max \&,& , &,$& , sup
x, y # X
x{ y {
&,$(x)&,$( y)&X*
&x& y&: =+
(resp. &,&1, u=max(&,& , &,$&)).
Let us recall that a bump function on X is a function with a bounded
nonempty support on X. We say that a real valued function f on a metric
space (X, d ) has a strong minimum (resp. strong maximum) at x # X if
f (x)=infy # X f ( y) (resp. f (x)=supy # X f ( y)) and d(x, xn)  0 whenever
f (xn)  f (x).
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Proposition 1.1. Let X be a complete metric space, s # N*, 0<:1,
and f: X  R _ [+] be a lower semi-continuous function ( f+).
(i) Let , # Lip:(X ) (resp. , # C sb(X ), C
1, :
b (X ), C
1, u
b (X ), when X is
Banach space). The conjugate f _ is Fre chet differentiable at , on Lip:(X )
(resp. on C sb(X ), C
1, :
b (X ), C
1, u
b (X )) if and only if the function f &, has a
strong minimum on X at some point x. Moreover, the Fre chet derivative of
f _ at , is the Dirac measure $x .
(ii) Let , # Cb(X ) (resp. , # C ub(X )). The conjugate f
_ is Ga^teaux
differentiable at , on Cb(X ) (resp. on C ub(X )) if and only if the function
f &, has a strong minimum on X at some point x. Moreover, the Ga^teaux
derivative of f _ at , is the Dirac measure $x .
The above proposition follows immediately by combining Proposition 2.5,
Proposition 2.6, and Theorem 2.8.
This new conjugacy turns out to be useful for the differentiability of the
norm & }& of uniform convergence in certain spaces of continuous bounded
functions. It is well known that the norm & }& is nowhere Fre chet differen-
tiable on the Banach space C([0, 1]) of continuous functions on [0, 1].
On the other hand, C8 oban and Kenderov [3, 4] established relations
between topological properties of a compact space T and the Ga^teaux
differentiability of the norm & }& of C(T ). We show that the norm & }&
is in fact generically Fre chet differentiable on the Banach space (Lip:(X ),
& }&, :) (0<:1) of the bounded :-Holder functions on a complete
metric space (X, d ). The generic Fre chet differentiability of & }& considered
as a convex continuous function on Lip:(X ) is due to the fact thatunlike
the case of (Cb(X ), & }&)if a sequence (xn)n in X converges (with respect
to the metric d ), then the associated sequence of the Dirac measures ($xn)n
in the dual space (Lip:(X ))* is also converging for the norm topology. The
following proposition is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.9.
Proposition 1.2. (a) Let (X, d ) be a complete metric space. Then the
supremum norm & }& is generically Fre chet differentiable on the space
Lip:(X ) (0<:1).
(b) Let s # N*, 0<:1, and suppose that X is a Banach space having
a bump function on C sb(X ) (resp. in C
1, :
b (X ), C
1, u
b (X )). Then the supremum
norm & } & is generically Fre chet differentiable on the space C sb(X ) (resp. on
C1, :b (X ), C
1, u
b (X )).
(c) Let (X, d ) be a complete metric space. Then the supremum norm
& }& is generically Ga^teaux differentiable on the space Cb(X ) (resp. on
Cub(X )).
Part (c) of the above proposition was established by M. M. C8 oban and
P. S. Kenderov [35].
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2. THE CONJUGATE FUNCTION AND DIFFERENTIABILITY
IN FUNCTION SPACES
In the following proposition, we establish some elementary properties of
the conjugate f _.
Proposition 2.1. Let f be a bounded below function on a metric space X
and A(X )/Cb(X ) be a real valued Banach space such that & }&A(X )& }& .
Then:
(i) f _ is convex and Lipschitz continuous on A(X ).
(ii) f _(,)+ f (x),(x) for all x # X and all , # A(X ).
(iii) f (x)+ f _(,)=,(x) whenever supy # X [,( y)& f ( y)]=,(x)&f (x).
(iv) f __(x) f (x) for all x # X.
Proof. (i) By definition f _(,) :=supx # X [,(x)& f (x)]<+ for , #
A(X ). Note that for every x # X the function ,  ,(x)& f (x) is affine and
since & }&A(X )& }& , it is also Lipschitz continuous with a constant of
Lipschitz less than 1. So f _ is convex and Lipschitz continuous as
supremum of affine and Lipschitz continuous functions.
(ii), (iii), and (iv) follows directly from the definition of f _ and f __. K
The next theorem is a non-convex analogue to the Fenchel duality result.
It is satisfied for the spaces A(X )=C sb(X ) (s # N*), C
1, :
b (X ), C
1, u
b (X ),
Lip:(X ) (0<:1), C ub(X ), and Cb(X ) whenever X is a Banach space
having a bump function in this space, respectively. We recall that every
Banach space X has a bump function in Lip:(X ), C ub(X ), and Cb(X ); this
is not true in general for the spaces C sb(X ) (s # N*), C
1, :
b (X ), and C
1, u
b (X )
(see for instance [7]).
Theorem 2.2. Let f: X  R _ [+] be a bounded below function
( f+). Then, f is lower semicontinuous on X if and only if f __(x)=f (x)
for all x # X.
Proof. Let us prove the ‘‘if ’’ part. Indeed, let x # X and take any real
number a such that a< f (x). We prove that a f __(x). Indeed, since f is
l.s.c we can choose $>0 such that a< f ( y) for all y # BX (x, $). Let
b # A(X ) be a bump function. We can assume without loss of generality
that b(0)=1, 0b1 and supp(b)/BX (0, $). We define ,0( y) :=( f (x)&
infX f ) b( y&x), for all y # X. We obtain that for all y # X,
,0( y)& f ( y)<,0(x)&a
(examine separately the cases y # BX (x, $) and y  BX (x, $)). Now, taking
the supremum over y # X we get f _(,0),0(x)&a. It follows that
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a,0(x)& f _(,0) f __(x), which shows that a f __(x) for all
a< f (x). Hence f (x) f __(x). On the other hand, it follows from the
definition of f __ that f __(x) f (x). Hence f __(x)= f (x) for all x # X.
The ‘‘only if ’’ is straightforward from the definition of f __ and the fact
that the supremum of a family of continuous function is a l.s.c function. K
Remark 2.3. The above theorem is also satisfied for Lip:(X ), Cb(X ),
and C ub(X ), when the space X is any metric space.
We now introduce a property namely (P;) which will play an important
role for the nature of smoothness of the conjugate functions f _, in
particular for the nature of smoothness of the supremum norm & }& on
certain function spaces A(X )/Cb(X ).
A bornology on a Banach space E, denoted by ;, will be any non-empty
family of bounded sets whose union is all of E. If ; is a bornology on E
and , is a real valued function on E, we say that , is ;-differentiable at
x0 # E with ;-derivative ,$(x0)= p # E* if
lim
t  0+
t&1( f (x0+th)& f (x0)&(p, th) )=0
uniformly for h in the elements of ;. We denote by {; the topology on E*
of uniform converges on the elements of ;. When ; is the class of all bounded
subsets (resp. all singletons) of E, the ;-differentiability coincides with the
usual Fre chet differentiability (resp. Ga^teaux differentiability), and {;
coincides with the norm (resp. weak*) topology on E*. By G we denote the
Ga^teaux bornology consisting of all singletons and by F we denote the
Fre chet bornology consisting of all bounded sets.
Definition 2.4. Let (X, d ) be a complete metric space and (A(X ),
& }&A(X )) be a Banach space included in Cb(X ). Let ; be a bornology on
A(X ). We shall say that A(X ) satisfies (P;) if the following property is
verified:
(P;): For every sequence (xn)n /X, (xn)n converges in (X, d ) if and
only if the associated sequence of the Dirac measure ($xn)n converges in
(A(X ))* for the {; topology.
Proposition 2.5. (a) Let 0<:1. For every complete metric space
(X, d ), the space Lip:(X ) satisfies (PF).
(b) Let X be a Banach space, s # N*, and 0<:1. The spaces
C sb(X ), C
1, :
b (X ), and C
1, u
b (X ) satisfy (P
F).
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Let us mention here that property (PF) is not satisfied for the space
Cb(X ) ((X, d ) is a complete metric space). Indeed, if (xn)n is a sequence in
(X, d ) converging to x # X, and xn {x for all n, then &$xn&$x&(Cb(X ))*=2.
However, we have:
Proposition 2.6. For every complete metric space (X, d ), the spaces
Cb(X ) and C ub(X ) satisfy (P
G).
Proof of Proposition 2.5. (a) A(X )=Lip:(X ). Suppose that (xn)n is a
sequence that converges in X to some point x # X. Since &$xn&$x&(Lip:(X ))*
d :(xn , x), it follows that ($xn)n converges in (Lip
:(X ))* for the norm
topology. To show the converse, let ($xn)n be a sequence in (Lip
:(X ))* that
converges to some Q0 # (Lip:(X ))* for the norm topology. Since ($xn)n is
Cauchy in (Lip:(X ))*, for 0<=< 14 , there exists N # N such that for all n,
mN we have:
&$xn&$x&(Lip :(X ))* :=sup
,0
|,(xn)&,(xm)|
&,&, :
<=. (1)
Consider the function ,m( } )=min( 12 , d( } , xm)) # Lip
:(X ). Clearly &,m&, :
2. Using (1) we infer that min( 12 , d(xn , xm))2<=. Since =<
1
4 then
d(xn , xm)2<= for all n, mN. So, the sequence (xn)n converges in X.
(b) A(X )=(C sb(X ))*. Let us suppose that (xn)n converges to some
point x # X and let us remark that
&$xn&$x&(C sb(X ))* :=sup
,0
|,(xn)&,(x)|
&,&s
sup
,0
|,(xn)&,(x)|
&,$&
&xn&x&.
It follows that ($xn)n converges to $x in (C
s
b(X ))*.
Suppose now that ($xn)n converges in (C
s
b(X ))*. Then the sequence
($xn)n is Cauchy, i.e., for =>0 there exists N(=) # N such that for n,
mN(=), we have
&$xn&$xm &(Csb(X ))*<=. (2)
Choose Pn, m # SX* such that &xn&xm &=Pn, m(xn&xm) and set an, m :=
max(&xn&, &xm &). We choose a function :n, m : R  R, defined by
t if |t|an, m
:n, m(t)={an, m+1 if tan, m+1&an, m&1 if t&an, m&1
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such that :n, m is of class C s and that for some r>0 (not dependent on n
and m # N) we have
max(&:$n, m& , ..., &: (s)n, m&)r.
Observe that :n, m b pn, m # C sb(X ) with &:n, m b pn, m&=an, m+1. It follows
that &:n, m b pn, m &san, m+1+r; hence
&xn&xm&
an, m+1+r
=
|:n, m b pn, m(xn)&:n, m b pn, m(xm)|
an, m+1+r

|:n, m b pn, m(xn)&:n, m b pn, m(xm)|
&:n, m b pn, m&s
. (3)
Combining (2) and (3) we obtain
&xn&xm&
an, m+1+r
<=. (4)
We first show that the sequence (xn)n is bounded. Indeed, choose == 12
and fix m=N( 12)=N. Combining (4) with the fact that an, N&xn&xN &+
&xN& we deduce that &xn&xN&<(1+r+&xN&) for all nN. This shows
that the sequence (xn)n is bounded. Let M be such that &xn&M for all
n # N. Using (4) and the fact that an, mM, we get that &xn&xm &<
(M+1+r) = for all n, mN(=). This shows that (xn)n is Cauchy in X.
Hence the sequence (xn)n converges in X.
A simple adaptation of the above proof shows that the property (PF) is
also satisfied for the spaces C 1, :b (X ) and C
1, u
b (X ). K
Proof of Proposition 2.6. The ‘‘only if ’’ part of (PG) is trivial. We prove
the ‘‘if ’’ part. Suppose that (xn)n does not converges. We need to show that
there exists a function , # C ub(X ) such that ($xn(,))n=(,(xn))n does not
converge in the real line.
Case 1. If (xn)n is relatively compact in X, there exist two subsequences
( yn)n and (zn)n of (xn)n and two distinct points l1 , l2 # X such that ( yn)n
converges to l1 and (zn)n converges to l2 and such that [ yn , n # N] & [zn ,
n # N]=<. Set F1 :=[ yn]n _ [l1] and F2 :=[zn]n _ [l2]. It is clear that
F1 and F2 are closed sets with F1 & F2=<.
Case 2. If (xn)n is not relatively compact in X, there exists =>0 and a
subsequence ( yn)n such that ( yn)n is =-separated. Set F1 :=[ y2n] and
F2 :=[ y2n+1]. Again, F1 and F2 are closed sets with F1 & F2=<.
Now, we define the function , by ,(x)=d(x, F1)(d(x, F1)+d(x, F2)).
This function is Lipschitz continuous and bounded, so , # C ub(X ). On the
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other hand, (,(xn))n does not converge, since ,( yn)=0 for all n and
,(zn)=1 for all n in the first case and ,( y2n)=0 for all n and ,( y2n+1)=1
for all n in the second case. K
Recall that for =0 and a function g: E  R _ [+] (E is a Banach
space), the FenchelMoreau =-subdifferential = of convex analysis is
defined by
= g(x)=[ p # E* : g(x)p(x& y)+ g( y)+=, \y # E].
For simplicity 0 will be denoted by .
Before proving Theorem 2.8, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 2.7. Let (X, d ) be a metric space and A(X )/Cb(X ) be a
Banach space. Let f be a bounded below function on X, , # A(X ), =0, and
x= # X such that ( f &,)(x=)infx # X ( f &,)(x)+=, then $x= # = f
_(,).
Proof. Suppose ( f &,)(x=)infx # X ( f &,)(x)+=, or equivalently
f _(,),(x=)& f (x=)+=. (5)
It follows from the definition of f _ that & f (x=)&(x=)+ f _(), for all
 # A(X ). So, using (5) we have
f _(,),(x=)&(x=)+ f _()+=
=$x=(,&)+ f
_()+=
for all  # A(X ). This shows that $x= # = f
_(,).
The following result is the main application of the non-convex duality
discussed in this paper. It gives a duality between well-posedness and
smoothness. It is in some sense a dual analogue to Smulyan’s lemma, where
f is merely assume l.s.c (and not necessarily convex).
Theorem 2.8. Let (X, d ) be a complete metric space, A(X )/Cb(X ) be
a Banach space which separates the points of X, satisfies (P;), and
& }&A(X )& }& . Let f: X  R _ [+] be a l.s.c function such that f+
and , # A(X ).
Then, the function f &, has a strong minimum on X at some point x if and
only if f _ is ;-differentiable at ,.
Moreover, the ;-derivative of f _ at , is the linear form $x .
Proof. ( O ) Since f &, has a strong minimum at x # X then by
Lemma 2.7, $x # f _(,). We shall show that f _ is ;-differentiable on the
space A(X ) at , with the ;-derivative $x . Suppose that the contrary holds.
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There exists =>0, a set S in the ; bornology on A(X ), tn  0+, and hn # S
such that
f _(,+tnhn)& f _(,)&$x(tnhn)>=tn (6)
for all n # N*. Let :n=tn n. Choose xn # X such that
f (xn)&,(xn)&tn hn(xn)< inf
y # X
[( f &(,+tn hn))( y)]+:n . (7)
It follows from (7) and the fact that & }&A(X )& }& that:
f (xn)&,(xn)< inf
y # X
[( f &,)( y)]+2 &tnhn&A(X )+:n .
This shows that the sequence (xn) minimizes f &,. Since by hypothesis
f &, has a strong minimum at x, it follows that the sequence (xn)n
converges to x in X.
On the other hand, $xn # :n f
_(,+tnhn), by (7) and Lemma 2.7. This
implies in particular that
f _(,+tnhn)$xn(tnhn)+ f
_(,)+:n . (8)
Combining (6) and (8) we get
=<$xn(hn)&$x(hn)+
1
n
sup
h # S
|$xn(h)&$x(h)|+
1
n
. (9)
Now, since the sequence (xn)n converges to x, it follows from property
(P;) that the sequences ($xn)n converges in ((A(X ))*, {;) necessarily to $x .
This implies that =0, by (9), which is a contradiction. Thus f _ is
;-differentiable at , with ;-derivative $x .
( o ) Let Q # (A(X ))* be the ;-derivative of f _ at , # A(X ). Note
in particular that f _(,)<+. Choose any sequence (xn)n that minimizes
f &,. Let =n  0+ be such that
( f &,)(xn)< inf
y # X
( f &,)( y)+=n . (10)
It follows from Lemma 2.7 that
$xn # =n f
_(,). (11)
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We shall first prove that ($xn)n converges in (A(X ))* to Q, for the
topology {; . Suppose that the contrary holds; there exists a set S in the ;
bornology on A(X ) such that suph # S |$xn(h)&Q(h)| does not converge
to 0. So, for some subsequence ($xnk)k and a>0, we have
sup
h # S
|$xnk(h)&Q(h)|>a
for all k. Let tnk=2=nk a and choose hnk # S _ &S such that
($xnk&Q)(hnk)>a. (12)
Thus by (11) and (12) we obtain:
f _(,+tnk hnk)& f
_(,)&Q(tnk hnk)$xnk(tnk hnk)&Q(tnk hnk)&=nk
>tnk a&=nk
=tnk
a
2
.
Therefore f _ is not ;-differentiable at ,, which is a contradiction. So the
sequence ($xn)n converges to Q for the topology {; . Thus, by property (P
;),
the sequence (xn)n converges in (X, d ) to some point x # X and so, Q=$x .
Now, since f is l.s.c, the inequality (10) shows that f &, has a minimum
at x. To see that this minimum is strong, it suffices to prove that the point
x does not depend on the sequences that minimizes f &,. Indeed, if (x n)n
is a sequence that minimizes f &,, then as above, (x n)n converges to some
point x # X and $x =Q=$x . Since A(X ) separate the points of X, it
follows that x=x . K
Now, we investigate the generic differentiability of the supremum norm
& }& in spaces of bounded continuous functions.
Let us recall that Collier’s result in [6] shows that a Banach space X has
the RadonNikodym property if and only if X* is a weak*-Asplund; i.e.,
every weak*-lower semi-continuous convex function on X* is Fre chet dif-
ferentiable on a dense G$ subset of its domain of continuity for the norm
topology. Every weak*-l.s.c convex function g on X* can be written in the
form g= f *, for some l.s.c function f on X. The following proposition is
a non-linear analogue to this result. Roughly speaking, the existence of a
bump function on X plays the role of the RadonNikodym property and
A(X ) replaces X*.
Theorem 2.9. Let (X, d ) be a complete metric space and A(X )=
Lip:(X ) (0<:1), C ub(X ), Cb(X ), or X is a Banach space (in this case,
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d denotes the distance associated to the norm of X ) and A(X )=C sb(X )
(s # N*), C 1, :b (X ), C
1, u
b (X ). Let (P
;) be the property which is satisfied by
A(X ) (see Propositions 2.5 and 2.6). Then the following assertions are
equivalent:
(i) X has a bump function in A(X ).
(ii) For every l.s.c bounded below function f on X with dom f{<,
f _ is ;-differentiable on a dense G$ subset of A(X ).
(iii) For every continuous bounded function f on X, the function defined
by ,  &,& f & :=supx # X |,(x)& f (x)| is ;-differentiable on a dense G$
subset of A(X ).
(iv) The supremum norm & }& is ;-differentiable on a dense G$ subset
of A(X ).
Proof. (i) O (ii) Applying the variational principle of R. Deville
G. Godefroy and V. Zizler in [8] (see also [9] when X is a complete
metric space not necessarily Banach space), we have that the set
G=[, # A(X ) : f&, has a strong minimum] is a dense G$ subset of
A(X ). Using Theorem 2.8, we get that f _ is ;-differentiable at every point
of G.
(ii) O (iii) It is easy to verify that &,& f &=max( f _(,), (& f )_
(&,)) for every , # A(X ). Since f is continuous and bounded, f _ and
(& f )_ are ;-differentiable on a dense G$ subset of A(X ). Let G1 (resp.
G2) be the set of points of differentiability of f _ (resp. of (&f )_) and F :=
[, # A(X ) : (& f )_ (&,)& f _(,)=0]. Set G=A(X )"F. It is clear that
the function ,  &,& f & is ;-differentiable at all points of G1 & G2 & G.
To complete the proof, it suffices to show that G is an open and dense
subset of A(X ). We prove that F is a closed set with empty interior.
Indeed, by Proposition 2.1(i), f _ and (& f )_ are (Lipschitz) continuous;
hence F is closed. Now, for an arbitrary , # F and =>0, if we set
h#= # A(X ), then &h&A(X )==, but ,+h  F. It follows that F has an
empty interior.
(iii) O (iv) It suffices here to take f#0.
(iv) O (i) Choose a real number r>0 and a function , # A(X ) such
that the norm & }& is ;-differentiable at , and that ,(x)>r for all x # X.
There exists a neighborhood V(,) of , such that & }& #%_ on V(,),
where % denotes the null function. It follows from Theorem 2.7 that , has
a strong maximum at some point x0 . Let =>0 and choose $>0 such that
,(x)<,(x0)&$ whenever d(x, x0)>=. Now, we choose a function
:: R  R such that : b , # A(X ), :(,(x0))=1, and :(t)=0 whenever
t,(x0)&$. The function : b , satisfies : b ,(x0)=1 and : b ,=0 if d(x, x0)
=, so it is a bump function on X which is in A(X ). K
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Corollary 2.10. Let X be a Banach space and 0<:1. The following
assertions are equivalent:
(i) X is a super-reflexive Banach space (resp. admits an equivalent
norm & }& with modules of smoothness of power type 1+:).
(ii) The supremum norm & }& is Fre chet differentiable on a dense G$
subset of C 1, ub (X ) (resp. of C
1, :
b (X )).
Proof. Thanks to [7, Lemma IV. 5.3] and [7, Theorem V. 3.2], a
Banach X is super-reflexive (resp. admits an equivalent norm & }& with
modulus of smoothness of power type 1+:) if, and only if, C 1, ub (X ) (resp.
C1, :b (X )) contains a bump function. We conclude by Theorem 2.9. K
Note that certain results of this article are also valid in the case of vector
valued function spaces. For example, the norm & }& is generically Fre chet
differentiable on the space (Lip:(X, Z), & }&, :) (0<:1) of all :-Ho lder
bounded functions from a complete metric space X into a Banach space Z,
whenever Z is equipped with a Fre chet differentiable norm. For further
information see [1] and [2].
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